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IGT UNC 22-07 Modification Workstream Meeting  

Draft Minutes  

Thursday 14th July 2022 via Teleconference  

Attendee Initial Organisation Notes 

Anne Jackson AJ Gemserv Chair 

Kundai Matiringe KM BUUK  

Oorlagh Chapman 
OC 

Centrica 
Proposer (IGT159), Present for items 

1-5 only 

Heather Ward  HW Energy Assets   

Michelle Brown MB Energy Assets  

Clare Manning CM E. ON Present for items 1-5 only 

Cher Harris CH Indigo Pipelines  

Gethyn Howard GH Last Mile Present for item 5 only 

Claire Roberts CR Scottish Power  Present for items 1,2,3,4,5 and 8 only 

Ellie Rogers ER Xoserve Present for item 5 only 

Jaimee LeResche                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       JL Xoserve  

Talia Lattimore TL Gemserv Code Administrator 

Sandra Fawzy SF Gemserv Code Administrator 

 

1. Welcome and Apologies for Absence 

The Chair welcomed attendees to the meeting and accepted apologies received from Lee Greenwood 

(British Gas) and Graeme Cunningham (British Gas). 

2. Confirmation of Agenda 

The Chair confirmed the items for discussion as outlined in the Final Agenda and asked attendees for 

‘Any Other Business’ (AOB) items. HW added one item: 

1. UNC0813 - Revision of Virtual Last Resort User and Contingent Procurement of Supplier 

Demand Event Triggers. 

3. Approval of the Previous Minutes 22-06 

The Code Administrator (CA) informed the Workgroup that no comments were received for the draft 

22-05 Modification Workstream meeting minutes prior to the meeting. The Workgroup had no 

comments to add to the minutes at the meeting and they were approved as a true and accurate 

record of the meeting. 

4. Outstanding Actions 

The CA informed the Workgroup that there were two outstanding actions:  

https://www.gasgovernance.co.uk/0813
https://www.gasgovernance.co.uk/0813
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22-06/01 OC and Shippers to consider the amount of time before an SoLR site should re-join 

the Must-Read process.  See item 5. It was agreed that this action would be considered closed. 

22-06/02 CA to circulate a copy of the Ofgem letter Consent for recovery of gas transportation 

charges bad debts arising from failed gas Shippers dated 1st June to the IGT UNC mailing list. 

This was actioned on 9th June and it was agreed that this action would be considered closed. 

5. IGT159 - Amendments to the Must Read Process  

The Chair reminded the Workgroup that the purpose of IGT159 is to update the Must-Read process to 

include timescales for a site to enter the process, and to introduce timeframes for procuring and 

returning a read that align with CDSP validation criteria. 

The Chair reminded the Workgroup that IGT159 had been discussed in detail in the last few 

Workgroup meetings and that at this meeting they would be looking at the: 

• updated draft Amended Modification proposal; and 

• initial draft legal text changes. 

The Chair added that there was also an aim to finalise and stabilise the Business Rules so that a 

Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) could be sought from the Central Data Services Provider (CDSP) 

and would be ready to discuss in the August Workgroup meeting. The plan is for the ROM and the 

legal text to be considered and the draft Workgroup Report to be completed ready for the August 

Workgroup meeting so that it can be finalised at the Workgroup and be sent to the August Panel 

meeting.  

Amended Modification  

TL took the Workgroup through a marked version of the Amended Modification Proposal, to which the 

Workgroup worked through and contributed.  

Solution 

TL took the Workgroup through the changes that had been incorporated into solution1. Points 

highlighted in the meeting included: 

• “Reporting requirements to ensure that data is regularly refreshed and the most accurate and 

up to date information is available and used by all industry Parties” and “A process for any 

faults or visible concerns with a meter, or issues obtaining a read, to be recorded and 

reported” having been removed from the Business Rules based on the discussion in previous 

Workgroup meetings; 

• “A specific process for excluding sites with known issues preventing a read from being 

obtained” and “Provision of data to the PAC for oversight of sites paused from the Must Read 

 
1 These marked changes can be viewed here on pages 5-6. 

https://www.igt-unc.co.uk/igt159-amendments-to-the-must-read-process/
https://www.igt-unc.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/IGT159-Amendment-to-the-Must-Read-Process-V2.4-Change-Marked.pdf
https://www.igt-unc.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/IGT159-Amendment-to-the-Must-Read-Process-V2.4-Change-Marked.pdf
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process” having been added to the Business Rules based on the discussion in previous 

Workgroup meeting. 

TL took the Workgroup through a marked version of the Business Rules to highlight the changes that 

had been incorporated since the last Workgroup meeting2.  

Business Rule 1: IGTs to provide reads (as a result of the ‘failure to obtain readings’ obligations) to 

the CDSP, within the standard validation window of 25 Supply Point System Business Days 

(SPSBDs) after the read has been obtained. 

The CA advised the Workgroup that this Business Rule had been amended to reflect 25 Supply Point 

System Business Days (SPSBDs) rather than 20 as originally set out. They reminded the Workgroup 

that the Proposer felt that if a read was good enough to enter into settlement at the 25 SPSBD 

validation window an IGT should be able to charge for it.  

The Workgroup agreed that no further changes were needed with regards to this Business Rule.  

Business Rule 2: The ability to exclude sites with a known meter issue preventing reads being 

obtained from the obligations under ‘failure to obtain readings’ (Must Read process): 

 

GH asked how this process would work and if consideration was given to how sites would be 

identified and whether reads attempted could be charged for. ER informed the Workgroup that as part 

of the technical solution development the technical team would look at how this notification process in 

the CMS would work. It is anticipated that once a notification is received that the system would 

automatically stop the MPRN from having a Must-Read generated.  

KM questioned what the process would be if the IGT has already gone out to get a read and the 

meter has an issue, so a Must-Read could not be obtained but the cost involved with a visit had 

already been incurred. CH and HW explained that in that scenario they would usually report the meter 

issues to Xoserve and the Shipper and would not return a read, but a charge would have been 

generated. 

ER explained that a distinction should be drawn between a notification for a faulty meter being 

generated before an IGT visit and after an IGT visit. ER advised that the low level process detail will 

not be known at this stage and suggested that the Code should remain less technically detailed 

generally.   

The Proposer and the Workgroup considered which parties would notify the CDSP of a known meter 

issue and agreed that the following additional context should be expressed in the Business Rule:  

• The CDSP must have the ability to receive a notification from a Shipper or an IGT that a 

meter has an issue that prevents a read from being obtained; 

• Xoserve must have the ability to exclude a site from the Must Read process; and  

 
2 These marked changes can be viewed here on page 6. 

https://www.igt-unc.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/IGT159-Amendment-to-the-Must-Read-Process-V2.4-Change-Marked.pdf
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• Xoserve must have the ability to notify a Shipper should an IGT be the one to notify them of 

an issue preventing a read from being obtained. 

Business Rule 3: Exclusion of SMART, AMR and Active DCC sites from the ‘failure to obtain 

readings’ obligations (Must Read process). For avoidance of doubt, this change will align with the 

current DN treatment of SMART, AMR and Active DCC sites in relation to the ‘failure to obtain 

readings’ logic. 

TL explained that following on from the previous Workgroup meeting there was a discussion of what 

was classed and defined as a Smart Meter and an active Data Communications Company (DCC) flag. 

It was previously suggested that this Modification follow the definitions and approach in UNC 

Modification UNC0692S - Automatic updates to Meter Read Frequency. 

TL confirmed the shift in terms within the exclusion criteria to say “Smart Meter” rather than listing out 

specific meter mechanism codes, which the Proposer and the Workgroup felt would be more future 

proofing. TL also confirmed the current definition of a Smart Meter in the IGT UNC. ER suggested that 

this high level approach be taken forward as it will ensure that sites are treated the same as in the 

UNC and in the system.  

TL referenced previous discussion around whether or not IGT159 needed the exclusion criteria to 

include sites with a Smart Meter associated and sites with an active DCC flag. The Workgroup 

considered some scenarios to determine the point at which sites would be excluded from the Must 

Read process and agreed that you did need to make reference to both criteria to ensure it was 

possible for a Smart Meter without a DCC flag and with a DCC flag could automatically be excluded 

from the Meter-Read process. The Workgroup agreed that the Business Rule delivered the intent of 

the solution and did not need to be changed or have any further details added.  

Business Rule 4: Supplier of Last Resort (SoLR)/Change of Shipper (CoS):ER notified the 

Workgroup that Xoserve would need to be able to identify where a Shipper has gained a site via the 

SoLR process. Xoserve already have the ability to know of CoS and SoLR instances.  

The Workgroup agreed that the Business Rule met the solution and that 4 months is the right amount 

of time before an SoLR site should re-join the Must-Read process.  

Business Rule 5: Provision of data to PAC for oversight of sites paused from the Must Read process. 

 

TL advised the Workgroup that the previous Business Rule 5, which looked to put sites back into the 

must read process that had been paused for more than 12 months has been removed and replaced. 

TL confirmed that the Proposer felt that this rule was too difficult to define at this point in time but 

wanted to ensure that there was some oversight of the process for sites paused for a long period of 

time.  

TL advised that consideration should be given to how this data will be provided and whether a new 

Performance Assurance Reports Register (PARR) Report was required. The Chair informed the 

https://www.gasgovernance.co.uk/0692
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Workgroup that the Performance Assurance Committee (PAC) does not currently receive Must-Read 

process specific data. However, PAC do have the ability to see the time span between readings that 

have been taken (e.g. line in the sand monitoring). PAC are only monitoring whether Code 

requirements are being met and the length of time intervals between meter readings loading.  

It was agreed that a new PARR Report would be required for to specifically monitor Must-Read data 

and it was suggested that the data to be included could be: 

• the volume of IGT sites paused due to known meter issues and the length of time sites have 

been paused for; and  

• the volume of IGT sites paused due to SoLR or CoS events and the length of time sites have 

been paused for.  

The following additional points regarding this Business Rule were made:  

• Data for IGT UNC sites and UNC sites are combined, unless otherwise requested; 

• PAC does not see MRPN level data; 

• PAC’s powers stem from the UNC and not the IGT UNC currently; 

• Entities that are engaging in theft are susceptible to consistently switching, and this process 

could compound this risk; 

It was agreed that as this is new ground, the report should be delivered as part of the Modification and 

in Code an intent should be made where it would state that the PAC should have oversight of the 

process. AJ notified the Workgroup that in the past there have been issues where the report design 

has been stipulated in the Code and that has resulted in the report not always being fit for purpose. 

It was agreed that this matter would be noted in the IGT UNC Known Issues Register to be addressed 

at a later date.  

The Workgroup agreed that the Business Rules have been stabilised and the CA and the Proposer 

will work together to write up a final draft.  

ACTION: ER is to progress with the drafting of the ROM and the impact assessment should be 

completed by the August Workgroup. 

Consumer impacts  

Following on from the discussion at the previous Workgroup meeting the Modification has been 

updated to state:  

“Where a meter is SMART there is a consumer understanding that the meter should be read 

automatically and therefore the customer may wonder why they are getting site visits. The cost of 

living crisis means consumers are willing to provide their own reading for more accurate billing so the 

level of understanding and engagement parties are seeing is increasing… 
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More accurate settlements could result in reduced costs which may impact bills as customers will be 

charged for reads that can be validated and used for settlement.  

Other improvements to consumer experience include: 

• Vulnerable customers potentially experiencing less visits which helps with improved safety 

• More joined up working with the Shippers, IGTs and Xoserve; and  

• Improved forecasting which could equate to lower bills.” 

GH questioned if it is possible to show evidence that “The cost of living crisis means consumers are 

willing to provide their own reading for more accurate billing so the level of understanding and 

engagement parties are seeing is increasing.” OC stated that there has been a ‘Martin Lewis effect’ 

and the canvassing for reads by him is evidence of this point. 

It was clarified that the bullet point stating “Vulnerable customers potentially experiencing less visits 

which helps with improved safety” is referring to consumer safety (i.e., bogus callers/personal safety) 

rather than gas safety, and the Proposer agreed to update the Modification to clarify this point.  

Improved safety and reliability has been updated to neutral rather than positive as text from the 

Modification has been removed which stipulated that meter readers could recognise and report back 

(to either Shippers or IGTs) on technical meter issues.  

Cross Code Impacts  

TL advised that impacts to the SEC and REC had been added in, but it would be useful to pull out the 

context of these impacts so that this can be appropriately fed back via the Cross Code Steering 

Group (CCSG).  

The Workgroup agreed that the SEC should not be directly impacted by the Modification and need not 

make any changes to their Code but issues with DCC flags and SMART metering may impact.  

Retail Energy Code (REC) is also not directly impacted by the Modification, but they should be aware 

of it due to positive impacts to settlement and meter reading provision.  

Relevant Objectives 

TL advised the Workgroup that the Proposer has added a new impact with regards to the Relevant 

Objectives and that they felt that the Modification has a positive impact on Objective F (Promotion of 

efficiency in the implementation and administration of the Code) as both the UNC and IGT UNC will 

be aligned to the 25 SPSBD validation rule. It should also equate to better settlement and efficiency of 

the rules of the Code.  

Implementation 

TL advised the Workgroup that as part of their consideration of the ROM the effect that the system 

changes and cost may have on the Implementation date should be considered. The Workgroup 
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agreed with this view and that further consideration needs to be given to the implementation approach 

following on from directions from the ROM.  

Legal Drafting 

TL took the Workgroup through the first draft of the legal text under IGT UNC Part E, Clause 113.. The 

following points were discussed:  

• The proposed changes to be brought in by Modification IGT161 – Consequential IGT UNC 

changes for Switching SCR (REC 3.0) have been anticipated in the draft; 

• “Date of appointment” of SoLR is not relevant to the Shipper; 

• “Registration Effective Date” may need to be updated so the term is in line with the other 

terms in the Code; 

• The DCC is in the UNC and is to be defined; 

• SoLR pause is 4 months not 3; 

• The term “known meter issue” is under review and may be too difficult to formally define; 

• Further work is needed with regard to who is notifying the CDSP; 

• Performance Assurance Committee will need to be defined in line with current provisions and 

keeping  Modifications IGT138V – Performance Assurance Techniques and Controls and 

UNC0674V - Performance Assurance Techniques and Controls in mind. 

Next Steps 

The Workgroup noted that TL and the OC will work on the draft Amended Modification, Workgroup 

Report and legal text with an aim of finalising them all in time for the August Panel meeting. 

JL informed the Workgroup that Xoserve are holding an extraordinary meeting to understand if the 

IGTs require an extension on the pause for the Must-Read system prior to the Shipper consistency 

meeting on 27th July 2022.  

UNC0812R - Review of Alternatives to “Must Read” Arrangements 

KM notified the Workgroup of the Review of Alternatives to “Must-Read” Arrangements review group. 

The purpose is to review the options should a Shipper breach its meter reading obligations and 

alternatives. Workgroup attendees were encouraged to read the request and attend the open group 

meeting and comments can be addressed in the August Workgroup.  

The Chair notified the Workgroup of a potential option of a joint review group between the UNC and 

IGT UNC if IGTs and Shippers felt the IGT UNC should be involved. 

OC explained that it is a review and no Modifications have been raised and therefore the IGT159 is 

not currently affected by it.  

6. Cross-Code Modification Implications Tracker 

 
3 Draft legal text changes discussed at the meeting can be found here. 

https://www.igt-unc.co.uk/igt161-consequential-igt-unc-changes-for-switching-scr-rec-3-0/
https://www.igt-unc.co.uk/igt161-consequential-igt-unc-changes-for-switching-scr-rec-3-0/
https://www.igt-unc.co.uk/igt138-performance-assurance-techniques-and-controls/
https://www.gasgovernance.co.uk/0674
https://www.gasgovernance.co.uk/0812
https://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.igt-unc.co.uk%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2022%2F07%2FCross-Code-tracker-v1.15-July-2022-1.xlsx&wdOrigin=BROWSELINK
https://www.igt-unc.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/IGT159-Draft-Legal-Text-V0.1.pdf
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TL took the workgroup through the Cross-Code Modification Tracker and the following Modifications 

were highlighted: 

The Workgroup report for UNC0799 - UNC arrangements for the H100 Fife project (100% hydrogen) 

was presented to the UNC Panel on 21st April and issued for a 20 day consultation which closed on  

20th  May. The Panel considered the Modification and consultation responses on 16th June and the 

Modification was sent back to Workgroup as new issues were identified relating to supplier and cross 

code impacts.  

There is also an Associated XRN - 5298 scheduled for the Feb 2023 release. 

The Chair notified the Workgroup that one of the DNs is planning another hydrogen trial and that that 

trial may impact an IGT and therefore the IGT UNC in the distant future.   

The IGT UNC equivalent Modification to UNC0674V - Performance Assurance Techniques and 

Controls is IGT138V – Performance Assurance Techniques and Controls. Both are currently with 

Ofgem awaiting decision.       

UNC0803 - Exceptional Circumstances Modification process has been withdrawn.  

UNC0804 - Consequential UNC changes for Switching SCR (REC 3.0) and the equivalent IGT UNC 

Modification IGT161 – Consequential IGT UNC changes for Switching SCR (REC 3.0) are both due to 

be implemented on 18th July 2022 with effect from 00:01, not 05:00 which is the standard IGT UNC 

implementation time. The changes to the IGT UNC will be updated on the website ahead of the effect 

from time and a confirmation email from the IGT UNC will be published on the morning of 18th July. It 

was also noted that the CSS will not be live until 9:00am on 18th July 2022.  

The most recent Workgroup meeting for UNC0781R - Review of the Unidentified Gas process took 

place on 26th May 2022 where the Workgroup report was considered. The report is due to be 

presented to Panel on 21st July 2022.  

Post Meeting Note: There are no anticipated Modifications to be raised from this review group as of 

yet.   

7. IGT UNC Known Issues Register 

TL notified the Workgroup that both UNC0674V and IGT138V have been submitted to the Authority 

for decision following the recommendations by both the IGT UNC and UNC (see item 6 above). 

AOB 

8. AQ Review Table  

TL notified the Workgroup that the 2022 NExA AQ Review has been completed and an email 

notification by the IGT UNC was sent out on 7th June 2022.  

 

The Workgroup reviewed the proposed 2022 NExA Table figures and compared them to the 

https://www.gasgovernance.co.uk/sites/default/files/ggf/book/2022-06/Final%20Modification%20Report%200799%20with%20Supplemental%20Report%20and%20Reps%20v2.0.pdf
https://www.gasgovernance.co.uk/0674
https://www.gasgovernance.co.uk/0674
https://www.igt-unc.co.uk/igt138-performance-assurance-techniques-and-controls/
https://www.gasgovernance.co.uk/sites/default/files/ggf/book/2022-05/Withdrawal%20Notice%200803.pdf
https://www.gasgovernance.co.uk/index.php/0804
https://www.igt-unc.co.uk/igt161-consequential-igt-unc-changes-for-switching-scr-rec-3-0/
https://www.gasgovernance.co.uk/0781
https://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.igt-unc.co.uk%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2022%2F07%2FKnown-Issues-Register-72-July-2022-1.xls&wdOrigin=BROWSELINK
https://www.igt-unc.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/AQ-Review-for-IGTs-2022.pdf
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previous year. The Workgroup endorsed the Table and had no further comments. TL confirmed that 

the figures will be presented to Panel at its July meeting and the Chair encouraged Workgroup 

parties to pass on any comments before then.  

9. UNC0813 - Revision of Virtual Last Resort User and Contingent Procurement of Supplier 

Demand Event Triggers 

HW highlight the UNC Modification to the Workgroup which had been raised by National Grid. It 

does not affect the IGT UNC however, it’s enabling the supplier deed of undertaking to be brought 

into the force in the event of the Shipper having sanctions against them but not being terminated. It 

could indicate a licence change, HW is to speak to their team and they are to attend the UNC Panel 

if necessary. 

The Modification will be added to the IGT UNC watchlist.  

ACTION: IGTs and Shippers to look at their licence and to see if there are any implications 

with regards to Modification UNC0813 - Revision of Virtual Last Resort User and Contingent 

Procurement of Supplier Demand Event Triggers.  

 

The next Workgroup meeting is scheduled for Thursday 11th August 2022. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.gasgovernance.co.uk/0813
https://www.gasgovernance.co.uk/0813
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Annex A – Action Log 

Action 

reference  
Action Description Owner Status  

WS22-06/01 OC and Shippers to consider the amount of time before 

an SoLR site should re-join the Must-Read process.   

OC and 

Shippers 
Closed 

WS 22-06/02 CA to circulate a copy of the Ofgem letter Consent for 

recovery of gas transportation charges bad debts 

arising from failed gas Shippers dated 1st June to the 

IGT UNC mailing list. 

CA Closed 

WS 22-07/01 ER is to progress with the drafting of the ROM and the 

impact assessment should be completed by the 

August Workgroup. 

ER New 

WS 22-07/02 IGTs and Shippers to look at their licence and to see if 

there are any implications with regards to 

Modification UNC0813 - Revision of Virtual Last 

Resort User and Contingent Procurement of Supplier 

Demand Event Triggers. 

IGTs and 

Shippers 
New 

  


